FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

OPaf 2020
Other Places art fair
March 14 & 15, 2020

In partnership with Other Places LA, Angels Gate Cultural Center (AGCC) is pleased to announce the third annual OPaf (Other Places art fair), taking place on March 14 and 15, 2020 from noon to 6pm. OPaf 2020 features forty three art project spaces and artist projects from the United States and Mexico.

The third annual iteration of OPaf will be expanded to include OPaBf (Other Places art Book fair) curated by The Fulcrum Press and OPPPAFFF (Other Places Projects Performances and Fun Food Fair) organized by Asha Bukojemsky. OPaf will also be awarding of the first annual OPaf Prize, a cash award for best booth. In keeping with OPaf’s mission and ethos of operating outside of the traditional Art World and Art Fair systems, the OPaf Prize will be selected randomly.

Also on view during OPaf is Bridging San Pedro: Visual Literacy as Community Practice in the Angels Gate Cultural Center gallery. Curated by jill moniz, the exhibition features artists June Edmonds, Cole James, Blue McRight, and Alexis Slickelman. Bridging San Pedro is a contemporary art exhibition that highlights the San Pedro community’s relationships to the land and sea. The gallery will be open with special extended hours during OPaf.

OPaf 2020 will be located throughout the AGCC campus on March 14 and 15, 2020, from noon to 6pm, at Angels Gate Cultural Center located at 3601 S Gaffey St, San Pedro, California, 90731.

More information about the event can be found at https://opaf.info/